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What we can learn
from rolling blackouts
close to home
WHAT 3 KITCHEN
APPLIANCES CAN SAVE
YOU TIME AND ENERGY?

Smart home
tech ideas for
your budget

It's not your traditional annual
meeting during COVID-19 times
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Rolling blackouts hit close to home
The frigid blasts of Arctic weather that brought subzero
temperatures to our region, and to much of the United States
in the middle of February, crippled parts of our nation’s
electric grids. This unprecedented event should be a wakeup call for our current administration, governors, state and
federal legislators, all utilities and the American public.
Millions of Americans were without power during this
brutal cold snap, not as a result of storms, but planned
rolling blackouts when demand for electricity spiked and
consumer demand for electricity could not be met. Rolling
blackouts were needed to stabilize and balance the regional
transmission grids in Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, South
Dakota, North Dakota, Nebraska, and other states, including
parts of Iowa. Our neighboring cooperatives to our south
were required to initiate the rolling blackouts in 45-minute
blocks. MiEnergy members called to ask if we were going to
have rolling blackouts too. Our answer was no, but we were
carefully watching the hourly emergency alerts.
Most electric utilities across the United States are members
of one of nine regional transmission organizations (RTOs)
and independent system operators (ISOs), also referred to
as power pools. These federally regulated entities work on a
regional scale to coordinate, control, and monitor supply and
demand on the electric grid. RTOs do not own the power
grid, but they do work as “air-traffic controllers” of the grid
to ensure reliable supplies of power, adequate transmission
infrastructure and competitive wholesale electricity prices on
behalf of their members.
MiEnergy receives its electricity from Dairyland Power
Cooperative, which is a member of the Midcontinent
Independent System Operator (MISO). The neighboring

Board room highlights | February 25, 2021
• Received and approved a favorable audit report, with no
adjustments, for 2020 by Independent Auditor Eide Bailly.
• Approved the 2021 operating budget that meets all
financial lender requirements which includes moving
forward on the second phase of the restructure plan later
this year with no increase to co-op revenues.
• Reviewed and awarded the overhead contract bid to
Highline Construction to rebuild 31 miles of distribution
line.
• Approved the annual meeting agenda for April 14, 2021
with limited attendance and a virtual option.
• Received updates from CEO Krambeer on affiliated
organizations and subsidiaries.
• Conducted the CEO evaluation.
The next board meeting will be held at the Rushford office on
March 31 at 9 a.m.
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Southwest Power Pool (SPP)
includes utilities in western and north-central Iowa and the
surrounding states of North and South Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas, Missouri, etc. (14 states in total). The SPP issued
the unprecedented Emergency Energy Alert (EEA) level
2 and level 3 orders to its member utilities February 15
and 16, calling for high levels of electric load reduction/
curtailment to match available supply. To put it simply, there
was not enough available generation (supply) to meet this
exceptionally high-electric demand.
SPP directed its member utilities to reduce electric load in
a controlled process as part of its EEA order. SPP issued the
order to prevent a damaging system-wide blackout, which
would take days to restore. EEA level 3 orders are extremely
rare and are only implemented when absolutely necessary.
In fact, these are the first level 2 and level 3 orders issued in
the organization’s history. The outages occurred with almost
no advance warning as SPP managed electric supply and
demand minute-by-minute in real time.
The MISO network issued a Maximum Generation Alert
on February 16, but did not move beyond the level 1 orders.
Our cooperative’s energy management system, which we use
to control costs but traditionally not transmission network
emergencies, would have been the next level of action for the
MISO system. Thankfully, Dairyland Power and other utility
members of MISO had additional generation available to the
MISO network, but Dairyland’s resources were not called
upon during the level 1 emergency.
The wake-up call that I referenced earlier is the need for
a true national energy plan. We need greater investment
in our nation’s electric infrastructure for transmission and
generation. We need to evaluate the reserve capacity of
generation available for extreme conditions. We need to
evaluate the balance of wind, solar, natural gas, coal and
nuclear generation. During this extreme cold weather event,
on average, MISO was dispatching generation at 53% coal,
24% natural gas, 13% nuclear, 5% wind and 5% hydro/solar to
meet the cold weather energy needs. I am not suggesting we
abandon our efforts to add renewable generation, but we must
consider fast responding backup to meet electric demand
during extreme events. During this extreme event, not all
the natural gas generation in the regions were operative due
to natural gas fuel supply shortages or the plants down for
maintenance.
In the future, battery technology will play a positive
contributing factor; however it's not yet cost competitive,
nor widely available, and it provides limited time availability.
Possibly the easiest interim solution is to not close all the
fossil fuel generation plants, but retain them. Run them only
during select extreme conditions and annually compensate
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electrifying kitchen
appliances to save
time and energy

Whether your oven and stove top
are powered by gas or electricity, it’s no
secret that they consume more energy
than smaller countertop appliances,
like slow cookers and toaster ovens. In
addition to efficiency, smaller kitchen
appliances can provide faster cooking
times and less hassle with cleanup.
If you’re looking for convenient
cooking methods with the added bonus
of energy efficiency, here are three
electrifying appliances for your kitchen:

fairly small, so they won’t take up
much of your counter space, and with
everything cooked in the fryer, cleanup
will be a breeze. Air fryers are available
in a variety of sizes, and prices range
from $40 to $200+.

©Hamilton Beach

AIR FRYERS

Air fryers are becoming increasingly
popular, and consumers have a lot
of good things to say about these
handy little appliances. Air fryers use
convection to circulate
hot air and cook the
food––this means
little to no oil is
required, resulting in
healthier meals than
those from traditional
fryers. Air fryers are
©Hamilton Beach

ELECTRIC GRIDDLES

Electric griddles have certainly been
around for a while, and they offer
several benefits for any home chef
(beyond bacon and eggs!). Griddles
are convenient because you can cook
everything at once––like a “one-pan”
meal, and the possibilities are endless.
From fajitas to sandwiches to French
toast, griddles can help satisfy any taste
buds. They consume small amounts

of energy and provide quick cooking
times, so your energy bill will thank
you. Prices and sizes for griddles vary,
but you can typically find one for about
$30 at local retail stores.

PIZZA MAKERS

Pizza brings
people together, so
why not consider
a pizza maker for
your kitchen? These
©Hamilton Beach
compact, countertop
machines are an inexpensive alternative
to a costly brick oven, and they use
less energy than your traditional oven.
Choose your own fresh ingredients
to whip up a faster, healthier pizza at
home. Plus, most pizza makers are
multifunctional and can be used to
cook flatbreads, frittatas, quesadillas
and more. You can purchase a pizza
maker for about $30 to $150+ online
or at your local retailer.
These are just a few electrifying
appliance options for your kitchen.
Remember, when you’re cooking a
smaller meal, countertop appliances
can save time and energy. To learn
about additional ways to save energy at
home, visit www.MiEnergy.coop.
Abby Berry writes on consumer and cooperative
affairs for the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association, the national trade association representing
more than 900 local electric cooperatives.




On the go and in control.
SmartHub is a web and mobile app that allows you to do
business with us like never before:
 Manage your account
 Report service issues
 View and pay your bill
 Receive important notices
 Monitor energy use 24/7

TM

...All in the palm of your hand and online.
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Smart home speakers, like the Amazon Echo
Dot shown here, offer a wide range of features
that provide consumers convenient control of
smart home devices.

Smart home tech
for your budget
Smart home devices can add comfort
and convenience to your life, but the
price tag for some of these devices
can be another story. Since many
smart home technologies are new
and cutting-edge, the cost of owning
these devices can sometimes be a
major barrier. Luckily, there are several
inexpensive options for smart home
devices that won’t break the bank,
while still offering nearly all the same
benefits. If you’re new to smart home
technologies, here are three inexpensive
options to get you started.
Smart home speakers provide a wide
range of features such as the ability
to play music, call friends or family or
even locate a misplaced smart phone.
One of the most useful aspects of
smart home speakers is that they act as
a smart home hub for your other smart
devices. Each smart speaker comes
with a voice assistant, like Amazon
Alexa or Google Assistant, which can
be used to control additional smart
devices in your home. When choosing
a smart home speaker, make sure your
other smart devices are compatible
with the system. Google Assistant,
for example, works best with other
Google products, rather than Amazon
or Apple products. Several smart home
speakers, especially smaller, entry-level
types like the Amazon Echo Dot and
Google Home Mini, can cost as little
as $30 or less. This makes them more
affordable than the larger versions, like
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Amazon Echo and Google Home,
while still offering nearly all the same
features.
Another affordable smart home
technology is the smart plug. The
technology works by directly inserting
the smart plug into an outlet, then
plugging your device into the smart
plug. This can make any device “smart”
by connecting it to your Wi-Fi
through the smart plug. They can also
be used with smart home speakers.
One of the best features of a smart
plug is that they can help you reduce
your monthly energy use. This can
be done by programming automatic
shut-off times to prevent devices from
drawing energy when they’re not in
use. There are plenty of inexpensive and
well-performing smart plugs available
for under $20.
Smart light bulbs are among the
cheapest and the easiest smart devices
to install in your home. They can be
controlled through your phone or by
voice if connected to your smart home
speaker. Some interesting features
include the ability to choose different
lighting colors and shades, dimness
levels and the ability to turn them on
or off entirely. There is an extensive
market for smart LED bulbs, but some
of the less expensive options are the
Wyze Bulb, the Lifx Mini and the Ikea
Smart plugs can make any device “smart” by
connecting it to your Wi-Fi. Smart plugs can be
controlled through a smart phone app and can
also be used with smart home speakers.

Tradfri, with prices ranging from about
$8 to $20 per bulb. For multi-bulb
fixtures, an alternative to buying several
smart bulbs is to buy a smart light
switch to control the entire fixture.
However, this option doesn’t allow for
different color choices and requires
a bit more handiwork to manually
change out the switches.
Remember, if you’re looking to
buy more than one smart home
device, make sure the devices are
compatible with your smart home hub
(Google Home Mini with Google
products, or Amazon Echo Dot with
Amazon products) to ensure the best
performance of all devices. As with
any smart home device, access to a
secure and stable Wi-Fi connection
will be crucial to using the technology
properly. Smart home devices will
almost always be more expensive than
their “non-smart” counterparts, but
they provide additional comfort and
convenience that traditional devices
simply cannot. The value of these
devices is up to you, the consumer, to
determine if they are truly worth the
price.

Maria Kanevsky writes on consumer and cooperative
affairs for the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association, the national trade association representing
more than 900 local electric cooperatives.

Plan before you plant to avoid power lines
• Consider the mature height of a tree. Never plant a tree that could grow to 25 feet
or more near a power line. Tall growing trees should be planted a minimum of 20
feet away from power lines and 50 feet away to avoid future pruning. A mature
height of less than 15 feet is recommended for trees planted near power lines.
• Do not plant near underground utility services. Tree roots can grow to interfere
with underground pipes, cables and wires. Future repairs to these facilities also
could damage the health and beauty of nearby plants and trees.
•Keep areas around electric meters, transformers or other electrical equipment
free of any vegetation that could limit utility service access.
• Before digging, call 8-1-1 to have the locations of underground utilities marked
so that accidental contact, damage and injuries can be avoided.

MEMBERS

helping members
RECare Consumer Contribution Fund
Local families received an average amount of $176 last year. Now is
your chance to help out your neighbors. Consider a contribution today!
RECare is a consumer contribution fund in which members like you assist other members
who need help in paying utility bills. Consider a one-time contribution or enroll to provide
monthly contributions. Whether it is $1, $5 or $10 a month or a single donation of an amount
of your choice, when combined with those of other generous members, your assistance can
go a long way in helping others. MiEnergy Cooperative appreciates your generosity and the
pledges given by members to help our members in need. What a great way to show you care
about your community and know that you can make a difference! Complete the form below or
visit www.MiEnergy.coop to do it online.
MINNESOTA MEMBERS:
To apply for RECare funds,
please contact the MiEnergy office
at 800-432-2285.

IOWA MEMBERS:
To apply for RECare funds, please contact
Northeast Iowa Community Action offices in
Chickasaw, Howard and Winneshiek counties.

Consumer Authorization Form

YES! I would like to be part of Members Helping Members
& contribute to RECare.
Monthly Pledge: 1 $1

1 $2

1 $5

1 Other ____________

I understand the amount above will be automatically added to my monthly electric bill.
One-time
Contribution: $ ________
Name:

Make check out to RECare, c/o MiEnergy Cooperative.

____________________________________________

Address: ________________________________

State: ______

Zip: __________

Account
Number: ____________________
Date: __________________
Mail to: MiEnergy Cooperative, PO Box 90, Cresco, IA 52136
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StraightTalk® Images License Policy
NRECA voting members (“Members”) have the right to use, distribute, reproduce,
publish, and publicly display in any media whatsoever (“Use”) any graphic contained
in the Straight Talk library (“Graphics”) for the purpose of promoting their business.
Members are permitted to modify Graphics for the purpose of incorporating their
respective names and logos within a Graphic. Members are also permitted to resize or
alter the layout of a Graphic to fit the dimensional needs of a particular publication;
however, Members shall neither crop nor edit the Graphics as to substantially change
or modify the original design.

LINEWORKERS
BRING THE LIGHT.

Members are not permitted to Use only portions of a Graphic. Members also may not
sub-license, sell, lease, or rent Graphics to third parties. Members must include any
attribution or source language if any is contained in the original file.

out & about in your

COMMUNITY
FOOD SHELF DONATIONS

Donations of $520 were given to local food
banks in Rushford and Cresco this month. The
money was raised by employees through a
raffle drawing for a Valentine’s Day gift basket
filled with goodies, treats and gift certificates
purchased locally. MiEnergy employee Meagan
is shown bringing cash to the Howard County
Community Action food bank in Cresco.

If you have a questions pertaining to this Policy, please contact Abby Berry at
abby.berry@nreca.coop or 571-319-6231.

Lineworker Appreciation Day | On April 12, remember to #ThankALineworker.
Statement of nondiscrimination
This institution is an equal opportunity
provider.
In accordance with Federal civil rights
law and U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) civil rights regulations and policies,
the USDA, its Agencies, offices, and
employees, and institutions participating
in or administering USDA programs are
prohibited from discriminating based on race,
color, national origin, religion, sex, gender
identity (including gender expression), sexual
orientation, disability, age, marital status,
family/parental status, income derived from
a public assistance program, political beliefs,
or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights
activity, in any program or activity conducted
or funded by USDA (not all bases apply to all
programs). Remedies and complaint filing
deadlines vary by program or incident.
Persons with disabilities who require
alternative means of communication for
program information (e.g. Braille, large print,
audiotape, American Sign Language, etc.)
should contact the responsible Agency or
USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600
(voice and TTY) or contact USDA through the
Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339.
Additionally, program information may be
made available in languages other than
English.
To file a program discrimination complaint,
complete the USDA Program Discrimination
Complaint Form, AD-3027, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filling_
cust.html and at any USDA office or write a
letter addressed to USDA and provide in the
letter all of the information requested in the
form. To request a copy of the compliant form,
call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed
form or letter to USDA by:
(1) mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW,
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410; (2) fax: (202)
690-7442; or (3) email: program.intake@usda.
gov

Avoid the Big Green Box
Keep areas surrounding the padmounted transformer clear so that
workers can safely maintain transformers
as needed. Keep shrubs and structures at
least 10 feet away from the transformer
doors and 3 feet away from the sides.

ONLINE
WEBSITE www.MiEnergy.coop
SOCIAL MEDIA Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram

MANAGEMENT STAFF
BRIAN KRAMBEER president/chief executive officer
SHELLY HOVE chief financial officer
STEVE OIAN vice president of operations - Minnesota
VASSIL VUTOV vice president of information technology
MIKE WALTON vice president of operations - Iowa
KENT WHITCOMB vice president of member services
MINEWS STAFF
MEAGAN MOELLERS communications specialist, editor
ANNIE HOILAND communications specialist
BRENDA TESCH marketing and communications manager

10 feet
3 feet

WAIT! DON’T EAT THAT
Make sure food is SAFE TO EAT after an outage
If there is a power outage for more than an hour or two, the food in your refrigerator or freezer may
not be safe to eat. Unlike mold that visually warns you not to eat old bread or cheese, many foods do
not scream don’t eat me, I’ll make you sick. They can look harmless, but bacteria growing in them can
bring on a slew of symptoms like nausea, chills, cramps, vomiting, and other unwanted visitors.

Never dig near a pad-mounted
transformer. They are surrounded
by underground cables. Hitting the
cable could result in electrical
shock or disruption of service.
Always dial 8-1-1 before you dig.

Report problems. If you notice anything
amiss, like an unlocked transformer or
one that has been damaged, please
contact us immediately.

During and after an outage, keep these food safety tips in mind:
• Keep refrigerator and freezer doors closed to keep in the cold air.
• Time the outage. Foods in an unopened fridge up to 4 hours should be safe to eat.*
• Know the numbers:
• A freezer that is half full (and is kept closed) can keep foods frozen for 24 hours.*
• A freezer that is full (and kept closed) can keep foods frozen for 48 hours.*
• Never taste food to determine if it is safe to eat: WHEN IN DOUBT, throw it out.
• Throw out perishable food in your refrigerator after 4 hours without power or a cold source like
dry ice.
• Perishable foods include meat, fish, cut fruits and vegetables, eggs, meats and leftovers.
• Throw out any foods with unusual color, odor, or texture.

Remember, when in DOUBT, throw it OUT.
Learn more at:
*According to the CDC
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PHONE NUMBERS
LOCAL 563-547-3801 (Cresco); 507-864-7783 (Rushford)
TOLL-FREE & 24/7 OUTAGE REPORTING 800-432-2285
PAYMENT LINE 24/7 877-853-6517
UNDERGROUND CABLE LOCATING 811

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DISTRICT 1 Dennis Ptacek, secretary and Jeff Redalen
DISTRICT 2 Dean Nierling, chair and Ron Stevens, vice chair
DISTRICT 3 Don Petersen, treasurer, Skip Wieser and
Dennis Young
DISTRICT 4 Dean Fisher, Charles Frana and Carl Reicks
DISTRICT 5 Beth Olson and Jenny Scharmer

Please stay away from pad-mounted transformers (the big green box). While safe, they
are not meant for touching, climbing or playing. Pad-mounted transformers carry high
voltages of electricity that serve many homes in our communities.

Never touch, climb or play on
pad-mounted transformers.
Never put fingers, sticks or other
objects through cracks in the
transformer.

OFFICE INFORMATION
Open Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
IOWA 24049 Highway 9, PO Box 90, Cresco, IA 52136
MINNESOTA 31110 Cooperative Way, PO Box 626,
Rushford, MN 55971
**This institution is an equal opportunity provider and
employer.**

2021 OFFICES CLOSED
APRIL 2 Good Friday
MAY 31 Memorial Day
JUNE 10 Employee Development Day
JULY 5 Independence Day (observed)
SEPT 6 Labor Day
SEPT 16 Employee Development Day
NOV 25 Thanksgiving Day
NOV 26 Day after Thanksgiving
DEC 9 Employee Development Day
DEC 24 Christmas Eve Day
DEC 27 Christmas Day (observed)
DEC 31 New Year’s Eve close at 11:30 a.m.

CEO message
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them as standby facilities.
One thing is for certain. There is a lot
more work to be done, and we cannot
always just oppose every pipeline, wind
farm, natural gas generator, transmission
line, solar farm or infrastructure
investment project in the future. We need
a national energy plan to keep the lights
on, no matter what extreme event occurs.
As always, I welcome your calls, emails
and discussions.
March 2021 | MiNews 7
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IOWA PO Box 90, Cresco, IA 52136
MINNESOTA PO Box 626, Rushford, MN 55971

IMPORTANT MESSAGE
ABOUT BURNING
Controlled burns must
be managed safely to
prevent damage to
power lines and poles.

Annual Meeting April 14, 2021

Reflecting on the challenges of 2020 and
how your cooperative kept moving forward.

**Note changes to traditional in-person meeting attendance**
As a member of the community and the cooperative, you
have a perspective that is valuable and we invite you to share
it with the co-op. At the annual meeting, co-op leaders will
discuss the financial health of the cooperative, along with
priorities and challenges.
Due to COVID-19, the traditional in-person annual meeting
is limited to 75 attendees. Reservations are required to
attend. Reservations can be made by calling 1-800-4322285. The one-hour business meeting begins at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 14 at the Mabel Community Center in
Mabel, Minn. The meeting will be available to view online.
Watch for details in the annual report to be mailed to all
members March 30.

DIRECTOR ELECTIONS

The results of the board director elections in districts 2 and
3 will be announced at the annual meeting. Members
in those districts will be able to vote by mail, online or via
drive-thru at the Mabel Community Center, 201 South Main
Street, Mabel, Minn. on April 14, 2021, between 6 p.m.
and 7 p.m. The ballot box closes at the start of the annual
meeting at 7 p.m.
A voting ballot, biographies of candidates and instructions

will be mailed March 12. Ballots are mailed from Survey and
Ballot Systems, of Eden Prairie, Minn. in a yellow envelope.
Members who have an email address with the cooperative
will also receive voting directions via email. Survey and Ballot
will collect and tabulate ballots. Security measures are in
place to protect the confidentiality of your vote and to prevent
duplicate voting.

DISTRICT 2 CANDIDATES
Seat
Se
at #1
Ron Stevens (incumbent) &
Vance Haugen (challenger)

Seat #2
Dean Nierling
(incumbent unopposed)

DISTRICT 3 CANDIDATES
Seat
Se
at #1
Dennis Young (incumbent) &
Cody Webb (challenger)

Seat #2
Don Petersen (incumbent) &
Stephen “Steve” Kujak
(challenger)

Seat #3
Al “Skip” Wieser, III
(incumbent unopposed)

USE
ENERGY
WISELY
Looking
for an easy
way to help
keep electric
rates stable
and help the
environment?

Learn about our
Electric$ense®
energy management
program.

Enroll your electric water heater in the Electric$ense®
energy management program. This program helps
keep rates stable by reducing electric use when
regional demand is high and causes price spikes.
The co-op installs a receiver for the water heater and
everything else is automated.
Residential Water heating is paused only a handful
Residential:
of times a year and does not exceed six hours at a
time.* Summer management is typically 2 p.m. until
about 6 p.m. and winter is 5 p.m. to about 8 p.m.
Storage Water heating is paused Monday-Friday*
Storage:
from 11:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. in the summer and from
5:30 a.m.– 1 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. -10 p.m. in the
winter.
Large-capacity electric water heaters
The energy management program works well with
the large capacity 85 and 100-gallon Marathon
water heaters that MiEnergy Cooperative sells
to members at a significant discount. Free water
heaters are available for members building a new
home.
Go green
New electric water heaters enrolled in the
Electric$ense® energy management program are
automatically enrolled in Evergreen Everyday, which
ensures 400 kWh each month is sourced from
renewable energy.

www.MiEnergy.coop │ 1-800-432-2285
Under certain emergency conditions, management could
exceed these parameters.
*

ANNUAL MEETING APRIL 14

The MiEnergy Cooperative Annual Meeting for
members will be a one-hour business meeting
at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, April 14 at the Mabel
Community Center, 201 South Main Street, in
Mabel, Minn. Only members who have made
a reservation in advance can attend the
annual meeting due to COVID-19 restrictions.
Reservations can be made by calling 1-800432-2285. Details on how to view the annual
meeting virtually are included in the annual
report to be mailed March 30.

DISTRICT 2 & 3 ELECTIONS
Election ballots for members in districts 2 and
3 will be mailed in yellow envelopes from
Eden Prairie, Minn. on March 12. Access to inperson voting will be limited due to COVID-19
restrictions. The cooperative encourages
members to cast ballots online or by mail.
The cooperative will accept in-person ballots
via a drive-thru at the Mabel Community
Center, 201 South Main Street, Mabel, Minn.
on April 14, 2021, between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m.
The ballot box closes at the start of the annual
meeting at 7 p.m.
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Notice of MiEnergy Cooperative
Annual Meeting │ April 14, 2021

Note changes to traditional
in-person meeting attendance

